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ABSTRACT 

 

 About architecture in India one can say that the Mughals built beautiful buildings in different parts of the country which still stand 
and give testimony to their taste and cultural advancement . A number of buildings came up here I have chosen a few and have tried to 

explained their architectural features like TajMahal, Masjid of Delhi and … and after that it would be interesting to name a few 

monuomental buildings in Iran such as Naghshe Jahan, Hasht Behesht, Ali Qhapu and … in Safavid era.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Architecture in Mughal era: 

 The influence on architecture is more 

pronounced than in any other branch of activity .The 

Indian mosque from its very beginning evolved on 

the Iranian pattern. Persian features developed to 

magnificent dimension and became distinctive 

characteristics of the mughalmosque.
 

 The Islamic architecture grew largely on the 

Iranian art traditions which played a preponderant 

role in its evolution with the overthrow of the 

Umayyids in 750 A.D.and the transference of the 

capital of caliphate from Damascus to Baghdad. 

Hither to a simple structure the mosque borrowed 

and amalgamated in its body, whatever splendid 

came to be handy which did not violate the canon 

law.It was not the so-called Saracenic architecture 

which was introduced into India,- the mosque –form 

and the tomb-form which were adopted in this land 

of the temples came from Iran. 

 The Mughal architecture has its own 

characteristics and specialities in design 

embellishment and aesteticsence. It was a blend of 

central Asian, Persian, Arab traditions intermixed 

with Indian traditions. When we see all these 

elements in detail, we do find that all these new 

traditions were introduced with the help of new 

technologies and crafts brought in by the Turks. New 

technologies such as construction of dome and 

double dome, arch etc, were possible with the 

application of lime mortar. Use of glazed tiles was 

seen in Multan for the first time.
**

 

**
For details see, IrfanHabib “change in 

technologyinmedivalIndia”studies in 

History.volII.No 1 

 The Mughal inherited from their predecessors 

i.e. Turks, Lodis and Surs in one way or the other 

Indian techniques and traditions in the sphere of civil 

engineering and architecture. The huge buildings 

built with the help of new techniques created 

legitimacy of every ruler in the minds of the people. 

 The Mughals  built beautiful buildings in 

different parts of the country which still stand and 

give testimony to their taste and cultural 

advancement .The style of their architecture was a 

medley of many influences –combining in itself all 

that was good in other styles from their point of 

view. It “was more sumptuous and decorative than 

the styles that preceded it and its delicacy and 

ornamentation furnish a striking contrast to the 

massiveness and simplicity of the art of pre mughal 

day” . 

 A number of buildings  came up here I have 

chosen a few and have tried to explain their 

architectural features. 

 Humayun’s Tomb, a beautiful architectural 

example of the Mughal Period ,was built byBega 

Begumor popularly known as Haji Begum* . She was 

the daughter of Yadgar Beg Tagai and her marriage 

with Humayun took place while he was in 

Badakhshan during his second term as the 

governor,from 1527-1529 A.D
3 

.  she gave birth to a 

son Al  Aman and later a daughter Aqiqa who died 

during Humayun‟s defeat in the battle of chausa by 

the armies of Sher Shah. 
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*The historians all call her Haji Begum in recording 

her capture it is only Golbadan who calls her 

BegaBegum.She died in 1581 A.D. 

 Bega Begumwas made captive but was later 

returned tothe Mughul camp along with several other 

women. She left for Mecca to perform Haj in 1564-

65 A.D from where she returned after three 

years.Now onwards she was known as Haji 

Begum.She died in 1581and was buried in the 

Humayun‟stomb,where later on the other consort of 

Humayun ,HamidaBanu Begum , mother of Emperor 

Jala al Din Muhammad Akbar was buried in 1604 

A.D. 

 The architect of Humayun’s tombis said to be a 

certainMirakmirzaGhiath, who was of Persian origin. 

Humayuns tomb stands as an example of the 

synthesis of two of the great building styles of Asia –

the Persian and Indian.Havell describes Humayun„s 

tomb as perhaps more Persian in character than any 

other important building in India. 

 This Mausoleum is the most beautiful monument 

in Dehi. 

 Homayun brought Persian artisans back with 

him. When he died,his widow commissioned the 

erection of a mausoleum from the Persian architect 

MirakMirzaGhiath . The tomb is set on a raised 

platform,a central  iwan (vaulted  space)graces each 

facade ,four chhatri (domed , umberella shaped 

cenotaphs) surronund the dome . This tomb became a 

model for all the Indo –Islamic mausoleums to 

come,concerned about  the Persian style . 

 Another magnificient building is 

TajMahal,constructed by the Mughal Emperor Shah 

Jahan in memory of his wife ArjmandBano or 

popularly known as Mumtaz Mahal.  

 When Shah Jahan moved his huge  camp to the 

Deccan to deal with khan Jahan Lodi‟s rebellion, the 

empress went with him .While the emperor was at 

Burhanpur, Mumtaz Mahal died giving birth to her 

fourteenth child in 1041 A. H./ 1631 A.D. 

 According to two contemporary authorities, 

when she knew the end was near she sent her elder 

dayghter Jahanara to call the emperor. She entreated 

him to take good care of their children.After she had 

left this world. 

 When Shah Jahan died in1077A.H./1666 A.D. 

his body was brought from the SammanBurj 

(Jasmintower) in the fort and laid beside his wife . 

 The architect was Isa Muhammad Effendi ,who 

was said to have been sent by the Sultan of Turkey to 

assist the emperor. Howevere,there is another view 

that the architect was ustad Ahmad Lahori .He was 

the Mi‟mar  I Kul or chief architect. 

      The design and decoration of TajMahal have 

undoubtedly certain pronounced Persian features. 

 There were many references to Persian architects 

and engineers coming to India. Ali Mardan Khan was 

himself a builder of no mean attanments. 

 The TajMahal looms atop a platform with 

minarets at its corners, the usual Mughal design 

preceded by a wide basin, it is located in a huge 

garden and flanked by a pavilion mosque and by 

another symmetrical building intended as a reception 

hall for visitors, these later two edifices of 

redsandstone. The TajMahalitself , made with the 

marble of Makrana, shows Iranian influences . Its 

architectural forms are in the closest imaginable 

relation with the highly elegant network of inlay 

decorations. But its deepest and most lasting appleal 

unquestionably lies in the flawless way its 

architecture blends in with the landscape, along the 

banks of the Jumna River engendering an ineffable 

atmosphere of serene melancholy. This masterpiece 

,one of the great works of architecture of all times 

and cultures, was the mature and unparalleled fruit of 

Indo-Islamic civilization.  

 Another building of architectural importance 

built by Shah Jahan was Jama masjid of Delhi. 

 The jama masjid in Delhi, begun in 1644 A.D. 

Part of Shah Jahan‟scapital city of Shah Jahanabad, 

is the largest mosque in India, an appropriate climax 

to a tradition of mosque building that began with the 

Quwwat-ul-Islam ,about five hundred years earlier 

,and saw the erection of subsequent mosque of a 

uniquely Indian character. 

 The Jama Masjid stands over a raised foundation 

on a Platform that overlooking the Red Fort citadel. 

The elevation necessitated the installation of broad 

flights of step leading to impressive gateways in 

tradition of the grand entrance portals of the mosque 

of Mandu and Jaunpur. The main gateway is on the 

eastern side. It  opens out on to an immense red 

sandstone flagged quadrangle of 325feet (67 

meters)side ,in front of which stands the 220×90 feet 

(67×27meters)mosque  sanctuary .Shah Jahan‟s 

elegant style of architecture  is characterized here by 

the onion domes of the mosque in white marble 

striped in red over the sanctuary by the cupid arch 

gateway, and the tall vertically striped minarets. 

 A pair of slender minarets  fram the vaulted 

entrance to the iwan, while the broader ,three 

balconied ones flank the sides of the prayer hall .At 

the top of each of the corner towers is a graceful airy 

pavilion ,capped by a cupola and Kalasa.  

 The Jama mosque is the true heart of Shah 

jahanabad. It took five thousand workmen over six 

years to build it.  

 It is an architecturally lucid composition that has 

an air of grandeur more spectacular than any of its 

predecessors. 

 Its great Mosque, or Jama masjid was 

commenced in the fourth year of his reign and 

completed in the tenth. The place at Delhi, now the 

fort, covered a vast parallelogram, 1600feet by 

3200,with exquisite and sumptuous buildings in 

marble and fine stone . A deeply –recessed portal 

leads into a vaulted hall rising two storeys like the 

nave of a gigantic Gothic cathedral 375feet in length 

,the noblest entrance,says the historian of 

architecture ,to any existing palace. 
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 Three royal mosques were known as Moti 

Masjid or pearl mosque- one at–Lahore,Agra and 

Delhi ,here I shall concentrate on Agra mosque 

which was built in 1645.A.D .It was designed for a 

large congregation (its sahnis about 517 square feet) 

Across the facade of the prayer hall is a long 

inscription which reads, in part. 

 

Architecture in Safavid Period: 

 After discussing a few buildings of India and 

their architectural facade, it would be interesting to 

analyse a few  monumental buildings of Iran on the 

same line. So I shall now deal with the Iranian 

buildings. 

 The city of Isfahan is renowed not only for the 

abundance of great historical monuments,but also for 

is life –giving  River ,the Zayandehrud ,which has 

given the city on original beauty and a fertile land. 

Isfahan is filled with old gardens and some of the 

sights in Iran. 

 After Islam, Isfahan was under domination of 

Arabs, till the early 10
th

 century A.D. In the reign of 

Malek Shah Saljooghi, Isfahan was again selected as 

capital and began another golden age. In this period, 

Isfahan was one of the most important cities of the 

world. 

 The city was conquered by Mongols in 13
th

 

century A.D and they massacred the people. After 

the invasions of Mongols and Taymur, as the result 

of its suitable geographic situation, Isfahan 

flourished again especially in Safavid time, which 

developed considerably. 

 After selection of Isfahan as capital by Shah 

Abbas I (1587-1629 A.D) who unified Persia it 

reached to its pinnacle of briskness. Isfahan had 

parks, libraries and mosques that amazed 

Europeans,who had not seen anything like this at 

home .The Persian called it Nisf-e Jahan (half the 

world). 

 The architecture of Isfahan is made up of eight 

traditional forms. 

 Shah Abbas‟s Period (1587-1629 A.D), there 

was great architectural rise.In Arthur pope‟s 

view,Abbas “initiated a new Period in Persian 

architecture in which the rich, sensationally colored 

and imaginative details developed by his 

predecessors became unified into serene and 

meaningful ensembles of immense scale and 

grandeur.” The large colorful domes and wall 

designs created during Abbas reign support Pope‟s 

view. 

 Under the Safavid rulers (1501-1722 A.D) art 

and architecture in Iran flourished and attained new 

heights of beauty and brilliance. 

 A new age in Iranian architecture began with the 

rise of the Safavid dynasty .Economically robust and 

politically stable,this period saw a flourishing growth 

of theological sciences. Traditional architecture 

evolved in its patterns and methods leaving its 

impact on the architecture of the following periods. 

 Distinctive monuments like the SheykhLotfullah 

(1603 A.D),HashtBehesht (eight Paradise 

palace)(1699 A.D)and the chaharBagh school 

appeared in Isfahan and other cities .We do witness 

development of architecture in Persia which took 

form in the design of schools ,baths,houses, 

caravanserai and bazaars and squares. 

 Naghsh-e Jahan squaresituated at the center of 

Isfahan city.The square is surrounded by buildings 

from the Safavidera,like Shah Mosque  ,Ali 

Gapupalace ,and Shaikhlotfullah Mosque . 

 Some foreign travelers have said ,(Isfahan is the 

heart of the orient),then Naghsh-e Jahan 

square(Maidan i Imam) is certainly the heart of 

Isfahan. 

 Tavernier ,however,most European visitors 

found somethings to praise in Isfahan. Let chardin 

sum it all up: “the beauty of Isfahan consists 

particularly of a great number of magnificent places 

houses, spacious caravanserais ,very fine bazaars and 

canals and streets lined with plane trees …from 

whatever direction one looks at the city it looks like a 

wood” . 

 HashtBehesht(the eight paradise palace) is an 

octagonal structure, typical of many royal palaces in 

Isfahan. Commissioned by Shah Suleiman, it was 

built about 1081 A.H. 1669A.D. 

 The garden visible through the great arches is an 

integral part of the structure.It has domed ceiling, 

painted tile designs of birds, animals, and hunting 

scenes, founded on the spandrels of the blined 

arches, enliven the facades of the HashtBehesht  in 

Isfahan. 

 On the extreme western side of the royal 

Precincts, opening on to the ChaharBagh  are a 

garden and building that merit a less court notice 

.These are the HashtBehesht a title which some 

writers have erroneously ascribed to the eight 

gardens bordering on either side upon the 

ChaharBagh . The name which appears, like the 

ChehelSotun ,to be a numerical expression indicating 

size and splendour,was given to the palace by Shah 

Suleiman .When in about 1670 A.D,he built this 

palace in a garden previously called Bagh-i bulbul,or 

Garden of the nightigale.Dr. Fryer describes it in 

1677 A.D as follows: 

 “it is a sweet place doubtless ,were it cloathed with 

its glory ,but as it is , it is a rich Piece, the  summer 

House in the middle is saluted by two channels,in 

which are ships and boats to represent a Naval scence 

of war swans and pelicans find here their diversion 

,th summer House is built entirely of polished marble 

,the Arch of the cupilo is India with massy gold 

,upon the walls are depainted the famous actions of 

their Heroes ,the tank in the middle is all of silver 

,the posts are stuck with looking glasses , reflecting 

the posture of the body ,and the figures of the whole 

fabric ,an Hemispheriel turret presses ,on four pillars 

which are the main supporters.  
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 Even Chardin was fascinated by the 

HashtBehesht. 

 Later on this pavilion fell into decay,but it was 

rebuilt or restored by fath Ali Shah who  in the main 

hall covered by a dome and surrounded by galleries 

with small chambers in the angles, caused to be 

executed frescoes and oil-paintings of himself seated 

in state with his court, and mounted on horseback 

spearing a lion.  

 Tavernier, camparing with the gardens of 

Europe, remarked of the royal gardens of Isfahan 

even at the zenith of their splendour, that. “you must 

not imagine that these gardens are so curiously set 

out nor so well kept as ours in Europe. For they have 

no such lovely borders, nor such close walks of 

honey suckles and jasmin as are to be seen in the 

gardens of Europe.They suffer the grass to grow in 

many places, contented only with a good many great 

fruit trees, tufted a top and planted in a line which is 

all the grace of the garden of persia. 

 ShaikhLutfullah Masjid is the another beautiful 

monument.This was the earliest construction to be 

built around the square which formed the nucleus of 

the new urban complex of Shah Abbas . It was built 

by Shah Abbas I between 1602 A.D and 1619 A.D. 

 It is named after scholar of Islam who was 

greatly venerated at the time. 

 A native of Lebanon, this Shaikh was invited by 

the king, first to Mashhad, near the sanctuary of the 

Imam Reza, then to the capital where he has put in 

charge of the king‟s mosque and the school of 

theology. 

 The mosque  was once called the masjid –i- Sadr 

or the masjid- I- Fatullah, but is now known by the 

name of Shaykhlutfullah, the father –in-law of Shah 

Abbas .it was reserved for the private worship of the 

Shah which may explain the absence of a minaret 

and the unusual plan. 

 The great originality of the cupola is due to the 

cream or ink according to the time of day-ground. 

Color to which the artist has added a very delicate 

decoration of servied arabesques and black and blue 

flowers. The turquoise and sapphire shades of classic 

Safavid art appear only on the drum and right at the 

top . 

 The decoration of the entrance portal consists of 

vault with stalactite and blue and yellow mosaics,and 

anticipates that of the greatiwans of the Imam‟s 

Mosque .Here ,however ,the subjects are amazingly 

varied ,as for instance on the panel showing two 

peacocks framing a flower vase filled with luxuriant 

branches..A little beyond, or to the south of this 

formerly existed a tower, which the French writers 

called pavilion des Hologes, or des manchines,and 

which was built for the amusement  of Shah Abbas 

II. By some of his European artificers. It contained a 

mechanical clock with marionettes and figures of 

animals that moved. 

 The walls are entirely faced with sumptuous 

ornamental (carpets) of gilt geometrical designs on a 

splendid bluish-green background . 

 All round the large panels are string courses on 

which the Persian calligraphers have drawn elegant 

white lettering.The inscription in themihrab gives the 

name of the architectect:a poor and humble man 

,seeking God‟s mercy ,called Ustad Muhammad 

Reza ,the son of UstadHussain, architect in Isfahan in 

1028 A.H. Themihrab itself is a model of its kind 

with its high niche and ceramic facings. 

 The Safavid period marks a high point the 

polychromatic decoration of buildings, techniques 

being developed that enable the builders of Isfahan to 

cover every surface that could be seen with brightly 

colored glazeness. 

 There are a number of unusual features about the 

building its squat and partly unglazed dome, the 

absence of a central court and iwans, the single 

sunken sanctuary chamber covered from top to 

bottom in mosaic faience of the highest quality. 

 This mosque was the first to be constructed in 

the new Isfahan ,before the grand mosque of the 

Shah .Its construction stretched over sixteen long 

years ,but two dates(1616 on the dome and 1618 in 

the mihrab )tend to show that it was completed 

around 1618.The architect was Muhammad 

IbnHussain ,and the calligrapher possibly Reza 

Abbasi ,a great Persian painter and calligrapher
 .
 

 According to an inscription,the portal on the 

maidan opposite the Ali Qapu received its tile mosaic 

in 1602-3 suggesting that the construction probably 

began soon after 1598 was already well advanced. 

 Imam Mosque is another mosque in 

Isfahan,standing in south side of Naghsh-i-Jahan 

square .Built during the Safavid period in 1611 A. D. 

,an excellent example of Islamic architecture in 

Persia (Iran). The portal of the mosque measuring 27 

meters high , crowned with two minarets being 42 

meters in height,frames the front of the mosque 

which opens into Naqsh-i-Jahan square. On top of 

the entrance,among the stalactites and above the 

turquoise lattice widow, there is a frame of seven-

color mosaic tile shaped like a vase with two 

peacocks on both sides which is an example of white 

mosaic tile . The inscription above the entrance being 

made of mosaic tile on ultramarine background, is 

written in Sols script by AliRezaAbbasi . The 

wooden door of the mosque, covered with layers of 

gold and silver,is ornamented with some poems 

written in nastaliq script. The overall entrance hall 

proves the mastery of the designer of the building 

.The master architect has designed two passageways 

being different in length on both sides of the hall to 

assimilate the axis of the mosque to the direction of 

qiblah which has an angle of 45 degrees
 ,
to cover the 

change of direction without losing the proportions. 

 This technique which is much swifter to apply 

than tile mosaic,was much favoured at the time by 

Shah Abbas.
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 The mosque is surrounded with four iwansand 

arcades. The iwan of the mosque is the one which is 

toward qiblah. Behind this iwan is a space which is 

roofed with the most enormous dome of the city 

being 52 meters high. The dome consists of two 

covers. The outer cover is 12 meters away from the 

inner one. There are two schools for religious 

education at the southwest and southeast of the 

mosque .The southwest school has an inscription 

from the Safavid period .There is also an indicator 

stone, inserted in the inscription, the shape of which 

is right- angled triangle.Themihrab of this hall has 

inscription written by the master artist ,Muhammad 

Reza Imami. 

 This mosque was built between 1612 and 1630 

A.D under the direction of the architects 

Muhibbuddin Ali Kula and Ustad Ali Akbar Isfahani. 

In plan, the mosque is not any different from others 

in Iran. It includes the courtyard anIwanon each side 

the qibla and a dome overthe vaulted prayer hall. 

 Here the peculiar construction of the mosque, 

already visible from the exterior, is fully apparent, 

the axis of the meidan being almost due north and 

south, the architect requaired to incline the axis of 

the mosque considerably to the south –west, in order 

that the Mihrab or prayer-niche might be turned in 

the direction of Mecca. This purpose was effected by 

architectural, marble- paved.The decorative 

treatment of this beautiful building, though falling, 

like all other works of art in Persian into decay, yet 

remains a superb sample of the style of the 

Safavidkings . The four minarets have never been 

used by the muezzin the kings being afraid that from 

their summits too much might be seen of the secrets 

of the royal seraglio adjoining. Their place for the 

call to prayer is taken by an ugly and stunded cage on 

the summit of one of the iwans. 

 It was begun in 1603 A.D and completed in 

1618 A.D and dedicated to the Shah‟s father-in-law 

who was reputed to be one of the most famous 

preachers of his day. 

 Ali Qapu palace is the another beautiful 

monument which firstly was only a pavilion marking 

the entrance to the vast royal residential quarter of 

the Safavid Isfahan which stretched from the maidan 

–i Naqsh i Jahan to the ChaharBagh Boulevard but 

was later on enlarged and upgraded to a place where 

the monarch used to entertain noble visitors and 

foreign ambassadors. 

 It has been variously explained by different 

writers as Allah Qapu or gate of God, others as Ali 

Qapu the gate of Ali, there being a tradition that Shah 

Abbas carried it of in its entirely from the sepulcher 

of Ali at Najaf (Mashhad Ali)near the Eupharates, 

where he replaced the original by a jeweled 

substitute.The other meaning appears,however, to be 

Ali Qapuor the sublime porte. 

 The named is composed of two elements : “Ali” 

Arabic for exalted ,and “Qapu” Ottoman for portal or 

royal threshold. The composed stands for “Exalted 

Porte”. This name was chosen by the Safavid to rival 

the ottomans celebrated name for their court: Bab i 

Ali ,or the “sublime porte”.The building was built by 

decree of Shah Abbas the Great in the early 

seventeenth century. Shah Abbas here for the first 

time celebrated the Nowruz (new year‟s day) of 1006 

A. H./ 1597A.D. 

 A large and massive rectangular structure, the 

Ali Qapu is 48 meters high and has six floors, fronted 

with a wide terrace whose ceiling is inlaid and 

supported by wooden columns. 

 Ali Qapu is rich in naturalistic wall painting by 

Reza Abbassi ,the court painter of Shah Abbas I,and 

his pupils. There are floral ,animal,and bird motifs. 

Ali Qapu was repaired and restored substantially 

during the reign of Shah Sultan Hussain.  

 Shah Abbas II was enthusiastic about the 

embellishment and perfection of Ali Qapu. His chief 

contribution was given to the magnificent hall are, 

constructed on the third floor. The 18 columns of the 

hall are covered with mirrors and its ceiling is 

decorated with great paintings .The stucco decoration 

of the banquet hall abounds in motif of various 

vessels and cups. The sixth floor was popularly 

called (the music room) as it was here that various 

ensembles performed music and sang songs. 

 In the talaror open portal above supported by 

twelve wooden columns and containing a marble 

basin in the center the king gave audience to the 

ambassadors at Nowruz. 

 The beauty of the Ali Qapu, dismissed 

contemptuously by Robert Byron as “that brick boot-

box” lies not so much in its exterior architecture, 

which is undistinguished as in its interior, in the 

charm of the small rooms designed for informal 

gatherings ,in the exquisite design and color of the 

frescoes etched in the stucco walls and ceilings and 

in the effects of light and shade created by the 

delicate tracery of the windows. 

 In the porch of the Ali Qapu palace (above) 

timber column support a patterned ceiling executed 

in precious woods of several colors inlaid with 

mirrors. 

 The Ali Qapupavilion was no doubt build in two 

stages, according to Galier, who long studied it. One 

finds there traits of characteristic of Iranian 

architecture. Such as the taste for proportion in two 

levels: one level, the portico of the upper part (talar), 

or again the cruciform plan. The upper rooms, called 

music rooms, present a décor of little alcoves the 

shape of long-necked bottles . 

 At the middle of this hall that overlooked the 

square, is a fountain made of copper. The most 

interesting part is the sound room. The plaster work 

on the walls and ceiling of this room is very 

beautiful. They depit the shape of various forms of 

jars, but they also served some acoustical purposes. 

 The Safavid additions consisted of a platform to 

the east for the talarwhich also permitted a passage 

for the covered bazaar encircling the entire maidan. 
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To the West two wings bordered an open passage 

into the palace. The central core, widened on both 

sides, was extended to include a vast rectangular 

reception hall or winter throne room at the level of 

the talarand above that at the level of the 

talar‟sroof,a cruciform music room with a square 

central clerestory. 

 Si o se pol (Allah verdi Khan bridge) is a very 

beautiful and interesting monument which is across 

the Zayandehrud river is a continuation of 

ChaharBagh,the principal street in Isfahan. Built at 

the begining of the 17 th century at the order of Shah 

Abbas ,it is named after the general-a famous war 

chief-who was put in charge of the work. It is also 

called the Bridge of 33 Arches, or Si O Se Pol. It is 

also known as the bridge of Julfa and the Pol e 

chaharBagh. 

 Approached by a paved Rampur causeway from 

the avenue, the bridge is entered at the north end 

under a gateway. Its entire length is 388 yards, the 

breadth of the paved roadway is thirty feet.Upon 

either side a narrow palhway, or covered arcade, two 

and a half feet in width is pierced, along the entire 

length of the bridge,in the outer wall, communicating 

with main roadway by frequent arches,and opening 

by similar arches oveninety in number on to the river 

view. In a few places, this gallery expands into larger 

chambers,which were originally adorned by not to 

proper paintings of the time of Abbas II. 

 Similar staircases, cut in the piers conduct from 

the road level to a lower storey, where,but little 

elevated above the bed of the river,a vaulted passage 

runs along the entire length of bridge,through arches 

pierced in the central piers crossing the channel of 

the river by huge stepping stones planted in its bed. 

Colonel Johnson gives the dimensions of these 

transverse arches as ten feet span and nine feet high 

,and of the main arches, thirty-three in number 

,which they bisect,at twenty feet span,and fifteen feet 

high, separated by piers eleven feet thick.There is 

thus a triple promenada in this remarkable bridge-the 

vaulted passage below, the roadway and lateral 

galleries above ,and the open footpath at the of all.I 

should add that the upper part of the bridge is of 

brick, the piers and towers of stone. 

 

Safavid caravanserais: 

 At the beginning of the sixteenth century,the 

dynasty of the Safavids united Iran under Shah 

Ismai‟l I(1501-24 A.D) and Shah Tahmasp I(1524-76 

A.D) with Shah Abbas I (1587-1629 A.D) Safavid 

Persia reached its political and economic culmination 

but it was a relatively short zenith. Under the regime 

of his successor, Safi I, the gradual decline began and 

brought, a hundred years later in 1722 A.D,the fall 

the Safavid imperium under Shah Hussain,with the 

conquest of Isfahan by the Afghans. 

 As a result of Shah Abbas the Great‟s conquests 

Georgia and mainly, the taking over of the 

Portuguese sea-fortress of Baghdad, Najaf and 

Karbala in 1623 A.D, the occupation of Hurmoz in 

1622 A.D, the main roads in all parts of Persia up to 

Uzbekistan, but spesially in the center of the 

Safavidkingdom,were completed and partly, and 

Carvanserais and bridges were erected. 

 Safavid Persia was ,as it is today,a very 

important connecting link in intercontinental traffic. 

The so-called „silk road‟ crossed the country with at 

least one route and therefore Shah Abbas-for 

economic and military reasons-ordered a dense net of 

roads with numerous carvanserais. In the seventeenth 

century these buildings were made known in Europe 

by embassies and travelers like Adam Oleariousand 

Engelbert Kaempfer. 

 The Safavid mostly completed already existing 

sometimes prehistoric-routes,for instance the middle, 

short trail between Tehran and Qom with the 

caravanserais Sadrabad and Hauze Sultan. This  

route was used from the time of the building of the 

fortified city of Tehran under Shah Tahmasp and 

superseded the former connection between Varamin 

and Qom with the Carvanserais of Daihr and Kaj 

.After the formation of the  salt -lake north of Qom in 

the nineteenth century, the Safavid  road had to be 

given up and a new tract of road had to be built, with 

the carvanserais of Aliabad and Manzarieh. 

 The direct carvan route between Isfahan and the 

Safavid summer residences at the shore of the 

Caspian Sea is a new connection built by Shah Abbas 

,with carvan buildings and the paved dam-road, the 

“rah sang farsh” across the muddy Dasht i Kavir,the 

salt-desert. 

 This road leads to Farahabad and the other 

Safavid castles at the Caspian sea. In Farahabad 

extant ruins of the castle and the royal mosque are 

preserved. Ain-i Rashidi is a caravanserai, abviously  

unfinished because it sank into the muddy ground 

during the building process ,near the castle and 

caravanserai of Abbasabad/Siahkuh. 

   At the Safavid highroad between Semnan and 

Damghan, near the pass of Ahuvan,the old 

seljuqribat Anushirvani was replaced by the Safavid 

caravanserai Ahuvan ,which is located opposite to 

the oldribat. This corresponds to the Persian practice 

not to reuse and rebuild older buildings, but to 

construct a new one at the site of the older one 
59

.In 

western Iran,inBistun ,on the road between  Ramadan 

and Kermanshah ,an older building of Shah Abbas I 

was replaced by a bigger Safavid caravanserai in 

1681-5 A.D,according to a building inscription from 

the time of Shah SuleymanSafavid. 

 In the great carvanserai of Daihr, a Seljuq 

fortress south of Varamin ,the architecture around the 

courtyard and the inner parts of the complex were 

renewed during the Safavid period. But this is a rare 

exception in the history of Iranian architecture.The 

normal and most widespread form of the Persian 

carvanserai is the courtyard–carvanserai, with four 

iwansopen to the courtyard with stables on the 

backside of the building and with an accentuated 
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portal at the entrance. In their architecture these 

portals are the imitation of an open to all sides, so 

that the cooling winds can reach all parts of the 

building. Fortifications were not necessary in then 

peaceful Persia. Such an example is mukh Ahmad, 

West of Bandar Abbas and its new harbour. 

 Besides the simple outer square plan with an 

inscribed cross with four rooms in the corners of the 

building, larger cruciform ground plans were 

developed in Junguin. 

 Additionally, oblong buildings,as in Tang-e 

Dokhan, with accentuated vertical domed central 

sections of the cross plan ,had been developed .The 

square building type was enlarged to a ground plan 

of several rooms,as in TakiKhanaon the road from 

Bandar Abbas to Lar, and to difficult construction of 

columned halls with rooms at the four corners,which 

proved unable to withstand earthquakes,like the 

CarvanseraiHashaman the Persian Gulf coast 

between Bandar Abbas and Bandar Lengeh. 

 Building material in the mountainous regions 

and at the coast of the Persian Gulf was rubblestone 

with mortar. The inner and outer walls and the 

stalactites of the central domes were plastered with 

mortar,as still can be seen in the 

CarvanseraiJunguin,on the road from Bandar Abbas 

to Lar. Along carvan routes with less traffic in the 

Gulf region, small  buildings with only one room or 

small-scale courtyard- caravanserais,for instance 

Senaket near Bastak, were erected at lesser distances 

between 5 and 10 Km, whereas the normal distance 

between bigger caravanserais in the desert regions is 

35to40 km. Sometimes this type of caravanserais has 

two opposite entrances and six stables around  the 

courtyard. 

 Octagonal courtyard-carvanserais are rare in 

Iran, and only half a dozen buildings are known. The 

arrangement of rooms and stables in octagonal 

carvan buildings is similar to the square courtyard-

carvanserai. Rooms for the travellers open with small 

entrance-rooms are or niches to the courtyard and 

behind the living-rooms are the stables, with 

entrances direct from the courtyard. Such an example 

was draw by EngelbertKaempfer in the seventeenth 

century, it is the Aminabad, still preserved south of 

Isfahan.  

 A very unusual form is that of the round 

caravanserai ,with as many as twelve or sixteen sides 

to the courtyard, like the Safavid example of Zayn  al 

din  on the road from Yazd to Kerman and Zizeh 

,south of KashanThese two buildings represent the 

point of Safavid architecture and construction . 

 An example of Safavid town- caravanserai and 

one of the last buildings of the Safavid period is the 

caravanserai of the complex of madrasah madder e 

shah,built ,together with a bazaar –road ,in Isfahan 

between 1706,and 1714 A.D.This building ,with only 

a few changes in its structure, is today the well-

known Hotel Abbasi. Such a function would be a 

good solution for some other important carvanserai 

ruins in Iran. 

 Safavid caravanserais usually have no 

fortification towers at the corners and between them, 

because there was no need for security measures in 

peaceful Persia during the Safavid rule. Neverthless, 

some of the bigger Carvanserais times-especially 

royal foundations-have such towers ,not for 

fortification, but to show royal dignity. In Daihr the 

fortress-like outer front was preserved and only the 

inner architecture around the courtyard was built up 

in the Safavid manner. The Carvanserai of Daihr has 

a bath-complex, an isolated small courtyard, rooms 

for high officials and a prayer-room. 

 Stone was used as a building material in 

mountainous regoins as in Tange-e Zanjilan between 

Shiraz and Firuzabad, and mudbrick and, more often 

, baked- brick was used in the desert regions of 

central Iran. In Safavid times baked brickes 

measured 21-21/5 cm,as in the inner parts of the 

carvanserai of Dahir. Bricks were mostly baked 

beside the building and were made of local material, 

only  the wood had to be brought to the building 

place for burning. Cisterns were sometimes situated 

in the middle of the courtyard, sometimes under the 

building itself, but mostly outside, in front of the 

caravanserai. Sometimes the front of the cristern 

staircase had richly shaped façade, as in Mehr on the 

Khurassan road west of Sabzevar. 

 The stables of Safavid caravanserais, for 

example, at Jaukand between Ardistan and Nai‟n, are 

mostly wide, vaulted, well proportioned halls with 

skylights in the vaults and with slightly raised niches 

on the sides for the personnel of the caravans. These 

niches had chimneys for warmth and for preparing 

meals. Large caravanserais, such as Mayar on the 

road from Isfahan to Shiraz, sometimes have vaulted 

streets on both sides of the entrance with shops for 

food and other caravan necessities. 

 Caravanserais completely built in stone, like the 

seljuq caravanserais in Anatolia, do not exist in Iran 

.But in Safavid and Qajar times rubble-stone walls 

were faced with thin stone plates,as can be seen in 

the partly preserved  caravanserai at MianKotal, on 

the pass road from Shiraz to Kazerun and Bushehr. 

Stones,cut in a special form, were put into small 

niches to fasten the caravan animals, and are still 

preserved in Kermanshahan, between Yazd and 

Kerman. 

 The technique of vaulting with baked bricks in 

Safavid times was highly developed and the 

decorative forms of the vaults are based purely on the 

static and construction principles of the building for 

instance in Miandasht on the Khorassan road 

between Shahrud and Sabzevarand also in Gaz, north 

of Isfahan. Here the vaulting of the entrance portal 

recalls Safavidiwan–vaultings in Isfahan. Stalactites 

made from stucco in small niches or in large portal-

vaultings were constructed in the Timurid tradition 

and do not have a structural function. They are often 
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fastened by wooden beams and wire to the 

underelying vaulting, in a similar way to baroque 

stucco constructions in Europe. 

 In Iran, from ancient times until the Qajar era 

buildings were constructed without foundations dug 

into the earth and without any protection against 

rising damp. This practice resulted in salt infiltration 

to the inner parts of the walls, which destroyed the 

mortar and sometimes the bricks, and led to the 

gradual ruinand collapse of the buildings, as is 

visible in the lower parts of the walls at Daihr. 

 During the Safavid Period caravan roads were 

completed in sections as necessary, mainly in passes 

and on muddy ground. These roads were repaired 

and completed in Qajartimes, until modern traffic 

required modern constructions. The paved and 

stepped road on the pass between Shiraz and 

Kazerun (Gardane ye Pirzan and Gardane ye 

Dukhtar) are well known. There are also paved roads 

in muddy terrain near Mokh Ahmad, west of Bandar 

Abbas in the direction of Lar, and the famous paved 

dam road through the Dasht i Kavir(Rah SangFarsh) 

between Abbasabad/SiahKuh and Garmsar,a part of 

the „ royal road‟ between Isfahan and Farahabad  

near the Caspian Sea . 

 Some important bridges crossing the main rivers 

of Iran have rooms for travellers built into the bridge 

,beside the main arches ,as for example in the pul-e 

Anbi ,crossing the  Shahrud on the Caravan road 

between Qazvin and Langerud at the Caspian Shore, 

and the southern bridge of the Rah Sang Farshnot far 

from Abbasabad /SiahKuh. In the piers of the bridge 

of Khayrabad at Khuzestan, on the road from Shiraz 

to Ahvaz are rooms which are above even extreme 

high water and which can be reached by staircases.  

 The architecture and construction systems of 

Safavid times continued in Qajar times in the 

nineteenth century. The construction of caravanserais 

ends with the development of modern automotive 

traffic. During Safavid times a great number of 

excellent examples of caravanserai were built in Iran, 

some of which are well preserved but the majority 

today are in hopelessly bad condition.    
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